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Contatti 
Per candidarsi a questa posizione inviare il proprio CV, autorizzando il trattamento dei dati 
personali (D. Lgs. 196/2003), all’indirizzo e-mail: 
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	Settore azienda: IT
	partecipazione: 800
	Corsi/Classi di laurea: informatica, ing. Informatica, fisica, matematica
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	Testo11: Automation Software Engineer Internship
	Testo12: Hewlett Packard Enterprise advances the way people live and work. We bring together the brightest minds to create breakthrough technology solutions, helping our customers make their mark on the world.At HPE we believe in bold moves, the power of “Yes we can”, and being a force for good. Our work thrives on differences, fueling creativity to give our customers all they deserve. But our work is far from over. In fact, we continuously push for better. We empower our team members to make an impact on our business and in the world while fostering a culture that is unconditionally inclusive. Whether you’re looking for an internship or to start your professional career, at HPE you’ll be able to create and collaborate on projects that challenge and inspire you.Sound like you? Apply today and join one of the most impactful tech companies in the world!
	Testo13: In a typical day as Intern, you would:• validate portions of software implementations for Communication Service Providers based on established engineering principles and in accordance with provided specifications and requirements• help evolving our telecommunication focused product• build demonstrations of product use cases help to prepare collaterals to explain technical product capabilities, software architectures and features • build automated test scripts to analyze test data to verify requirements compliance• cooperate with development teams and acquire experience on agile methodologies best practice• prepare reports and write technical documentation
	Testo16: https://www.hpe.com/it/it/home.html
	Data17_af_date: 01/04/2022
	Testo18: • You are currently enrolled full-time in a Bachelor’s/Master’s program pursuing a degree in computer science• You are showing analytical & problem solving skills• You are familiar with Java/J2EE programming, REST API’s, workflows, JSP, Servlets, object orientation & design patterns. • You are familiar with Git, Python, Ansible, and shell scripts.• You are familiar with Agile and Devops methodologies• You are familiar with virtualization and containers lifecycles and management• You are familiar with Linux operating environment.• Fluent English speaking is required.• You seek out what’s next, always three steps ahead and delivering exceptional results• You are collaborative, solution focused and act with a sense of urgency• You embrace new ideas and fresh thinking and seek out ideas different than your own• You are an exceptional communicator and presenter who asks smart questions• You are fully comfortable working in a hybrid (virtual and face-to-face) environment
	Testo19: ilaria.russo@hpe.com
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